
Country Kuwait 

Port Shuwaikh Port 

Tour operator Capital Experience- Tourism 365 

Contact details 
Mr. Olivier-Bernard Michel(00590690320191) Email: ob.michel@seeatsea.fr 
Mr. Ahmed Hassan ( 0097150 201 7280 ) Email: ahmed.ali@capitalexperience.ae 

Tour Duration 8 Hours 

Tour Start Time From 08:00 to 16:00 

Tour Capacity (Min / Max) 20 – 200 pax for each departure 

Recommendation Hat, Sunglass, Sunscreen, camera, Credit cards 

Dress code Modest attire, 

Tour requirements No age restriction 

Cancellation Deadline 100% cancellation applicable if cancellation received more than 72 hrs. prior 

Important note 
Approximately 1.5 km walking is involved in this tour on paved grounds. However, it is on guests’ 

discretion. 

Itinerary: Failaka Island Tour 
Timing Segment Content of Timing / Venues & Places Visited Restroom yes/no 

08: 00 - 08:30 Drive from Port Over the Corniche to the ferry port - 

08: 30 - 09:00 Check In Ferry yes 

09: 00 - 09:30 rest in the Resort yes 

09: 30 - 10:30 Iraqi army old equipment yard - camels yes 

10:30 - 11:30 Heritage Village and The old Amiri palace yes 

11:30 - 12:30 Lake, Small zoo, and cofe shop yes 

12:30 - 14:00 Restaurant yes 

14:00 - 16:00 Roaming the resort, jet ski and beach yes 

16:00 - 17:00 Prepare to check in Ferry yes 

17:30 - 18:00 Sail to Kuwait yes 

18: 00 - 18:30 Drive to the Port over the Corniche 

Price Bracket 
Price Adult per person (12 yrs. or 

US-Dollar 

Price per person in USD $152.00 

Price Inclusion: 
English speaking guide + Air-conditioned vehicle + entrance & Ferry tickets + 01 x 500 ml. bottled 

water 
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Description 

Begin your journey with a scenic drive along the Corniche, enjoying picturesque views as you head towards the ferry port. Efficiently check in at the ferry terminal, 

ensuring a smooth transition onto the ferry for the next leg of your adventure. Unwind and relax at a resort, taking a break before exploring more of your destination. 

Experience history at an Iraqi Army old equipment yard, featuring fascinating artifacts and perhaps even camels, offering a unique glimpse into the past. Immerse 

yourself in culture and history at the Heritage Village and the Old Amiri Palace, discovering the rich heritage of the region. Enjoy a serene visit to a lakeside area 

with a small zoo, complete with a relaxing coffee shop for a delightful pause in your journey. Indulge in a delicious meal at a local restaurant, savoring the flavors of 

the region. Explore the resort's amenities, from leisurely strolls to exhilarating jet ski rides and unwinding on the pristine beach. Get ready for the return journey by 

preparing to check in at the ferry terminal. Board the ferry for a scenic voyage back to Kuwait, enjoying the sea breeze and maritime views. Conclude your journey 

with a drive back to the port along the Corniche, reminiscing about the day's experiences. 

Please note: Wheelchair users must be accompanied by a paying helper to aid with getting on and off the coach; wheelchairs must be collapsible/foldable since the coach 

has neither a ramp nor a lift. 

Activity Level – Easy. Flat surfaces & paved path. This tour is involved walking to explore places, the passengers with wheelchair need to be accompanied by a person 

for assistance. 



Country Kuwait 

Port 

Tour operator Capital Experience- Tourism 365 

Contact details 
Mr. Olivier-Bernard Michel(00590690320191) Email: ob.michel@seeatsea.fr 
Mr. Ahmed Hassan ( 0097150 201 7280 ) Email: ahmed.ali@capitalexperience.ae 

Tour Duration 5 Hours 

Tour Start Time From 08:30 to 13:30 / From 16:30 to 21:30 

Tour Capacity (Min / Max) 20 – 200 pax for each departure 

Recommendation Hat, Sunglass, Sunscreen, camera, Credit cards 

Dress code Modest attire, 

Tour requirements No age restriction 

Cancellation Deadline 100% cancellation applicable if cancellation received more than 72 hrs. prior 

Important note 
Approximately 1.5 km walking is involved in this tour through flat and paved grounds. However, it is 

on guests’ discretion. 

Itinerary: Kuwait City Highlights 01 

Timing Segment Content of Timing / Venues & Places Visited Restroom yes/no 

08: 30 - 09:00 

16: 30 - 17:00 

Drive from Port over the Corniche 

09: 00 - 10:00 

17: 00 - 18:00 

Kuwait National Museum - Guided Tour yes 

10:15 - 11:30 
18:15 - 19:30 

The Grand Mosque - Guided Tour yes 

11:45 - 12:45 

19:45 - 20:45 

The Old Market - Free Tour yes 

13:00 - 13:30 

21:00 - 21:30 

Al Shaheed Park - Free Tour yes 

13:30 - 14:00 

21:30 - 22:00 

Drive to the Port over the Corniche 

Price Bracket 

Price Adult per person (12 yrs. 
or over) 

US-Dollar 

Price per person in USD $80.00 

Price Inclusion: 
English speaking guide + Air-conditioned vehicle + entrance tickets + 01 x 500 ml. bottled 

water + 01 x 250 ml. Juice 
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Description 

Embark on a scenic drive along the Corniche, offering breathtaking views of the coastline and cityscape, providing a perfect introduction to Kuwait's 

beauty. Immerse yourself in Kuwait's rich history and culture at the National Museum, home to diverse exhibits showcasing the country's heritage 

through artifacts and art. Visit one of Kuwait's largest mosques, The Grand Mosque, to marvel at its stunning Islamic architecture and experience the 

serenity of this significant religious site. Explore the charm of The Old Market, a traditional marketplace where history meets commerce, offering a 

glimpse into Kuwait's cultural and commercial past. Discover the tranquility of Al Shaheed Park, an urban oasis blending green spaces with 

contemporary design, providing a peaceful retreat in the heart of the city. conclude your journey with another picturesque drive along the Corniche, 

soaking in the beauty of the cityscape and waterfront as you return to the port. This program offers a well-rounded experience, combining cultural 

exploration, architectural marvels, and scenic drives for a memorable tour in Kuwait. 

Please note: Wheelchair users must be accompanied by a paying helper to aid with getting on and off the coach; wheelchairs must be collapsible/foldable 

since the coach has neither a ramp nor a lift. 

Activity Level – Easy. Flat surfaces & paved path. This tour is involved walking to explore places, the passengers with 

wheelchair need to be accompanied by a person for assistance. 



Country Kuwait 

Port 

Tour operator Capital Experience- Tourism 365 

Contact details 
Mr. Olivier-Bernard Michel(00590690320191) Email: ob.michel@seeatsea.fr 

Mr. Ahmed Hassan ( 0097150 201 7280 ) Email: ahmed.ali@capitalexperience.ae 

Tour Duration 5 Hours 

Tour Start Time From 08:30 to 13:30 / From 16:30 to 21:30 

Tour Capacity (Min / Max) 20 – 200 pax for each departure 

Recommendation Hat, Sunglass, Sunscreen, camera, Credit cards 

Dress code Modest attire, 

Tour requirements No age restriction 

Cancellation Deadline 100% cancellation applicable if cancellation received more than 72 hrs. prior 

Important note 
Approximately 1.5 km walking is involved in this tour through flat and paved grounds. 

However, it is on guests’ discretion. 

Itinerary: Kuwait City Highlights 2 

Timing Segment Content of Timing / Venues & Places Visited Restroom yes/no 

08: 00 - 08:30 

16: 00 - 16:30 
Drive from Port over the Corniche 

08: 30 - 09:15 

16: 30 - 17:15 
Kuwait Towers - Guided Tour yes 

09: 30 - 10:15 

17: 30 - 18:15 
Maritime & Modern Art Museum - Guided Tour yes 

10: 30 - 11:45 

18: 30 - 19:45 
The Old Market - Free tour yes 

12: 00 - 12:30 

20: 00 - 20:30 
Al Shaheed Park - Free Tour yes 

12: 30 - 13:00 

21: 00 - 21:30 
Drive to the Port over the Corniche 

Price Bracket 
Price Adult per person (12 yrs. or over) 

US-Dollar 

Price per person in USD $94.00 

Price Inclusion: 
English speaking guide + Air-conditioned vehicle + entrance tickets + 01 x 500 ml. bottled 

water + 01 x 250 ml. Juice 
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Description 

Begin your journey with a scenic drive along the Corniche, enjoying picturesque views of Kuwait's coastline and cityscape.Explore the iconic Kuwait 

Towers, prominent landmarks that offer panoramic city views and a glimpse into the country's modernization. Immerse yourself in Kuwait's maritime 

history at the Maritime Museum, featuring exhibits on naval traditions, seafaring, and the importance of the sea. Discover the charm of the Old Market, 

a traditional marketplace where you can experience local culture and find an array of goods, from spices to handicrafts. Visit Al Shaheed Park, a green 

oasis in the heart of the city, offering a peaceful retreat with gardens, sculptures, and recreational spaces. Conclude your journey with a drive back to 

the port along the Corniche, completing the loop and enjoying the coastal scenery once again. This program provides a diverse experience, combining 

cultural exploration, scenic drives, and a mix of modern and traditional attractions in Kuwait City. 

Please note: Wheelchair users must be accompanied by a paying helper to aid with getting on and off the coach; wheelchairs must be 

collapsible/foldable since the coach has neither a ramp nor a lift. 

Activity Level – Easy. Flat surfaces & paved path. This tour is involved walking to explore places, the passengers with wheelchair need to be 

accompanied by a person for assistance. 



Country Kuwait 

Port Shuwaikh Port 

Tour operator Capital Experience- Tourism 365 

Contact details 
Mr. Olivier-Bernard Michel(00590690320191) Email: ob.michel@seeatsea.fr 
Mr. Ahmed Hassan ( 0097150 201 7280 ) Email: ahmed.ali@capitalexperience.ae 

Tour Duration 5 Hours 

Tour Start Time From 08:00 to 13:00 / From 13:30 to 18:30 

Tour Capacity (Min / Max) 20 – 200 pax for each departure 

Recommendation Hat, Sunglass, Sunscreen, camera, Credit cards 

Dress code Modest attire, 

Tour requirements No age restriction 

Cancellation Deadline 100% cancellation applicable if cancellation received more than 72 hrs. prior 

Important note 
Approximately 1.5 km walking is involved in this tour on paved grounds. However, it is on guests’ 

discretion. 

Itinerary: Kuwait Desert & City 

Timing Segment Content of Timing / Venues & Places Visited Restroom yes/no 

08: 00 - 08:30 
13: 30 - 14:00 

Drive from Port Over the 4th Longest Causeway - 

08: 30 - 10:00 

14: 00 - 15:30 

Discovering the Kuwaiti Desert, Buggies, Camels, and Horses 

All around a desert Cofe Shop 
yes 

10: 00 - 10:30 
15: 30 - 16:00 

Drive Back from Port Over the 4th Longest Causeway - 

10: 30 - 11:15 

16: 00 - 16:45 
Kuwait Towers yes 

11: 30 - 12:30 

17: 00 - 18:00 
The Old Market no 

12: 30 - 13:00 
18: 00 - 18:30 

Drive to the Port over the Corniche 

Price Bracket 
Price Adult per person (12 yrs. or 

US-Dollar 

Price per person in USD $116.00 

Price Inclusion: 
English speaking guide + Air-conditioned vehicle + entrance tickets + 01 x 500 ml. bottled 

water +  01 x 250 ml. 
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Description 

Begin the adventure with a scenic drive over the 4th longest causeway, offering breathtaking views as you embark on your journey. Immerse yourself in the Kuwaiti 

desert experience, exploring on buggies, camels, and horses, all centered around a charming desert café for a unique and authentic encounter. Conclude your 

exploration by driving back over the 4th longest causeway, allowing you to relish the sights once more before reaching your next destination. Iconic landmarks 

representing Kuwait's modernization, offering a chance to enjoy panoramic views from the rotating observation deck. Dive into the charm of the Old Market, where 

traditional goods and local culture come alive, providing a glimpse into the historical heart of Kuwait City. Continue your journey with a drive to the port along the 

Corniche, a picturesque coastal road, adding a scenic touch to your exploration of Kuwait City. 

Please note: Wheelchair users must be accompanied by a paying helper to aid with getting on and off the coach; wheelchairs must be collapsible/foldable since the coach 

has neither a ramp nor a lift. 

Activity Level – Easy. Flat surfaces & paved path. This tour is involved walking to explore places, the passengers with wheelchair need to be accompanied by a person 

for assistance. 



Country Kuwait 

Port Shuwaikh Port 

Tour operator Capital Experience- Tourism 365 

Contact details 
Mr. Olivier-Bernard Michel(00590690320191) Email: ob.michel@seeatsea.fr 
Mr. Ahmed Hassan ( 0097150 201 7280 ) Email: ahmed.ali@capitalexperience.ae 

Tour Duration 7 Hours 

Tour Start Time From 08:00 to 15:00 / From 15:00 to 22:00 

Tour Capacity (Min / Max) 20 – 200 pax for each departure 

Recommendation Hat, Sunglass, Sunscreen, camera, Credit cards 

Dress code Modest attire, 

Tour requirements No age restriction 

Cancellation Deadline 100% cancellation applicable if cancellation received more than 72 hrs. prior 

Important note 
Approximately 1.5 km walking is involved in this tour on paved grounds. However, it is on guests’ 

discretion. 

Itinerary: Kuwait Old & Modern History 

Timing Segment Content of Timing / Venues & Places Visited Restroom yes/no 

08: 00 - 08:30 

15: 00 - 15:30 
Drive from Port over the Corniche 

08: 30 - 09:15 

15: 30 - 16:15 
Kuwait Towers - Guided Tour yes 

09: 30 - 10:15 

16: 30 - 17:15 
Maritime & Modern Art Museum - Guided Tour yes 

10: 30 - 11:45 

18: 30 - 19:45 
Al Sabah Royal Family Collection - Guided Tour yes 

12: 00 - 12:30 

19: 00 - 19:30 
Sadu House - Guided Tour yes 

12: 45 - 13:45 

19: 45 - 20:45 
The Old Market - Free Tour yes 

14: 00 - 14:30 

21: 00 - 21:30 
Al Shaheed Park - Free Tour yes 

14: 30 - 15:00 

21: 30 - 22:00 
Drive to the Port over the Corniche 

Price Bracket 

Price Adult per person (12 yrs. or 

US-Dollar 

Price per person in USD $109.00 
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Description 

Begin your journey with a scenic drive from the port, enjoying picturesque views along the Corniche, a waterfront promenade. Explore the iconic Kuwait Towers 

with a knowledgeable guide, delving into their significance and enjoying breathtaking city views from the observation deck. Embark on a guided tour of the 

Maritime & Modern Art Museum, discovering a blend of maritime history and contemporary artistic expressions. Experience the rich heritage of Kuwait with a 

guided tour of the Al Sabah Royal Family Collection, showcasing historical artifacts and cultural treasures. Immerse yourself in Bedouin culture during a guided 

tour of Sadu House, where the art of Sadu weaving and traditional crafts come to life. Explore the charm of The Old Market with a free tour, discovering local 

goods, spices, and traditional handicrafts in this bustling market. Enjoy a free tour of Al Shaheed Park, a green oasis in the city, learning about its history, lush 

landscapes, and architectural highlights. Conclude your day with a drive back to the port along the Corniche, reflecting on the rich experiences and cultural 

discoveries of your Kuwait City exploration. 

Please note: Wheelchair users must be accompanied by a paying helper to aid with getting on and off the coach; wheelchairs must be collapsible/foldable since the 

coach has neither a ramp nor a lift. 

Activity Level – Easy. Flat surfaces & paved path. This tour is involved walking to explore places, the passengers with wheelchair need to be accompanied by a 

person for assistance. 



Country Kuwait 

Port Shuwaikh Port 

Tour operator Capital Experience- Tourism 365 

Contact details 
Mr. Olivier-Bernard Michel(00590690320191) Email: ob.michel@seeatsea.fr 
Mr. Ahmed Hassan ( 0097150 201 7280 ) Email: ahmed.ali@capitalexperience.ae 

Tour Duration 7 Hours 

Tour Start Time From 08:00 to 15:00 / From 15:00 to 22:00 

Tour Capacity (Min / Max) 20 – 200 pax for each departure 

Recommendation Hat, Sunglass, Sunscreen, camera, Credit cards 

Dress code Modest attire, 

Tour requirements No age restriction 

Cancellation Deadline 100% cancellation applicable if cancellation received more than 72 hrs. prior 

Important note 
Approximately 1.5 km walking is involved in this tour on paved grounds. However, it is on guests’ 

discretion. 

Itinerary: Wonders of Kuwait 

Timing Segment Content of Timing / Venues & Places Visited Restroom yes/no 

08: 00 - 08:30 
15: 00 - 15:30 

Drive from Port over the Corniche 

08: 30 - 09:15 
15: 30 - 16:15 

Kuwait Towers - Guided Tour yes 

09: 30 - 10:15 
16: 30 - 17:15 

The Grand Mosque - Guided Tour yes 

10: 30 - 11:45 

18: 30 - 19:45 

The Largest Wooden Ship in the World & Marine Museum - 

Guided Tour 
yes 

12: 00 - 12:30 

19: 00 - 19:30 

Drive by The 4th longest causeway - Passing by many Food 

Trucks 
no 

12: 45 - 13:45 

19: 45 - 20:45 
Al shaheed Park, largest landmark in Kuwait yes 

14: 00 - 14:30 

21: 00 - 21:30 
Al Assima Mall, Largest Chandelier - Free Tour yes 

14: 30 - 15:00 
21: 30 - 22:00 

Drive to the Port over the Corniche 

Price Bracket 
Price Adult per person (12 yrs. or 

US-Dollar 

Price per person in USD $108.00 

Price Inclusion: 
English speaking guide + Air-conditioned vehicle + entrance tickets + 01 x 500 ml. bottled 

water + 01 x 250 ml. Juice + Snacks/Nuts 
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Description 

Begin your journey with a scenic drive along the Corniche, enjoying picturesque views of the coastline. Explore the iconic Kuwait Towers with a guided tour, 

discovering the cultural and architectural significance of these modern landmarks. Immerse yourself in the beauty of The Grand Mosque with a guided tour, 

appreciating its stunning Islamic architecture and cultural importance. Discover maritime history with a guided tour of the world's largest wooden ship and the 

Marine Museum, showcasing Kuwait's seafaring heritage. Experience the thrill of driving by the 4th longest causeway while enjoying the convenience of passing by 

diverse food trucks for a quick culinary treat. Explore Al Shaheed Park, Kuwait's largest landmark, offering a serene escape with lush greenery and cultural exhibits. 

Conclude your day with a free tour of Al Assima Mall, home to the largest chandelier, and explore this luxury shopping destination. 

Please note: Wheelchair users must be accompanied by a paying helper to aid with getting on and off the coach; wheelchairs must be collapsible/foldable since the coach 

has neither a ramp nor a lift. 

Activity Level – Easy. Flat surfaces & paved path. This tour is involved walking to explore places, the passengers with wheelchair need to be accompanied by a person 

for assistance. 
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